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Executive Summary
In this important new look at how artificial intelligence
(AI) can fail in the real world, Mr. Jonathan Rotner,
Mr. Ron Hodge, and Dr. Lura Danley investigate several
categories of AI failures to determine what lessons
planners and programmers can and should draw from
them. This paper should be of interest to AI designers
and developers along with policymakers and anyone
interested in how this exciting, evolving technology
plays out in the real world. Some of the lessons Rotner,
Hodge, and Danley reach include the realizations that:
Our success with AI hinges on how we learn from
failures. Yet planning for failure can make people
uncomfortable, which pushes them to avoid talking
about fails, instead of seeing failure as an opportunity.
This paper makes the case that understanding and
sharing information about AI failures can provide lessons
for better preventing, anticipating, or mitigating future
fails.
These lessons derive from a more holistic view of
automated technologies. Such technologies are
more than independent widgets; they are part of a
complex ecosystem that interacts with and influences
human behavior and decision making. “Five AI Fails”
proposes a shift in perspective: we should measure
the success of an AI system by its impact on human
beings, rather than prioritizing its mathematical or
economic properties (e.g., accuracy, false alarm rate,
or efficiency).
Such a shift has the potential to empower the
development and deployment of amazing as well as
responsible AI.
For each fail in this paper, the first page presents
examples of AI fails, along with research- and evidencebased discussions of how we might view these fails from
a human-centric perspective. The second page offers
one recommendation on practical steps that can be
taken, right now, to apply these insights.
Overall, the key lessons from a human-centric mindset
regarding AI are:
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Developing AI is not just a technical challenge or
a “human behavior” issue. It is a multidisciplinary
problem, and by including multidisciplinary
perspectives, AI planners and programmers can
more clearly articulate the design tradeoffs that
must be considered when evaluating different
priorities and outcomes.
Many AI applications affect more than just end-users.
Input from stakeholders is essential to helping us
structure the AI’s objectives to increase adoption and
reduce potential undesired consequences. A broader
set of stakeholders provide societal and political
contexts of the domain where the AI will operate, and
can share information about how previous attempts to
address their issues fared.
Our assumptions shape AI and there is no such thing
as a neutral, impartial, or unbiased application.
Underlying assumptions about the data, model, user
behaviors, and environment affect the AI’s objectives
and outcomes. An AI system can unintentionally
replicate and encode values. Given the current
composition of the AI development workforce, those
values typically represent how young, White,
technically oriented, Western men see the world.
Documentation can be a key tool for success.
End-users and consumers will want to use good
products, and other AI developers may want to
repurpose those products for their own domains.
To do so appropriately and safely, they will need
to know the original intentions, design tradeoffs,
and risks and mitigations. Therefore, original
developers need to capture their assumptions
and tradeoff decisions, and organizations must
enable ongoing outreach.
AI is not always the best solution to a problem
so accountability must be part of the equation.
Oversight, accountability, and enforcement
mechanisms can facilitate ethical outcomes and
encourage implementation of the previous lessons.
The more the AI application could influence people’s
behavior and livelihoods, the more care is needed.
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Introduction
AI is not just emerging everywhere, it is being
rapidly integrated into people’s lives. The 2018
Department of Defense AI Strategy provides a
great way to think about AI: simply as “the ability
of machines to perform tasks that normally require
human intelligence.”1

with humans, since the technology is new enough
to most people that they can be (and have been)
influenced to trust an AI system more than they
should, and its reach is vast enough that a single
AI with a single programmed objective can scale to
affect human decisions at a global level.

AI has tremendously valuable applications; for
instance, when it promises to translate a person’s
conversation into another language in real time,
more accurately diagnose patients and propose
treatments, or take care of the elderly. In these
cases, everyone can enthusiastically accept AI.

We can’t build AI in a vacuum. Because AI systems
are increasingly affecting human behavior and
livelihoods, we must take steps to better understand
how the system will interact with its environment,
and how to help non-experts become better
informed, engaged, and empowered as they interact
with the technology. Studying these automated
technology case studies can help provide context
for understanding today’s challenges.

However, when it is reported that individuals can
be microtargeted with falsified information to sway
their election choices, that mass surveillance leads
to imprisonment and suppression of populations, or
that self-driving cars have caused deaths, people
realize that AI can also lead to real harm. In these
cases, the belief in AI’s inevitability can elicit terror.
AI developers and deployers experience and
observe both extremes of this continuum, and
everything in between. This paper draws heavily on
decades of research and expertise, particularly in
domains where the cost of failure is high enough
(e.g., the military or aviation) that human factors
and human-machine teaming have been thoroughly
analyzed and the findings well integrated into
system development. Although many of these fails
and lessons apply to more than AI, collectively
they represent the systemic challenges faced by AI
developers and practitioners.
AI is different from other technologies in several
ways, notably that decisions aren’t static, since
data and model versions are updated all the time,
and models don’t always come with explanations,
which means that even designers may not know
what factors affect or even drive decisions. AI is
also fundamentally different in the way it interacts
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Failures abound. Here’s where else to see them

The additional fails demonstrate the impacts of human
biases and assumptions, illustrate obstacles resulting
from the wrong equipment and an untrained workforce,
and characterize how different people can react to AI –
with 40 more real-world stories of things gone wrong.

Where have we seen AI fails? How should these fails
be viewed from a human-centric perspective? What
practical steps that can be taken, right now, to apply
these insights?

Please dive in and look for ways to learn from others,
apply these lessons to your own AI development, and
reach out to the authors with your experiences!

Stay tuned, and also keep in mind that the five fails
and five lessons learned included in this
writeup represent a sample set of the many fails
included in the full research paper and our website
from which this white paper is adapted.
AI Fails
The Cult of AI: Perceiving AI to Be
More Mature Than It Is

You Call This “Intelligence”? AI
Meets the Real World

Turning Lemons into Reflux: When
AI Makes Things Worse

1

No Human Needed: the AI’s Got This

4

Sensing Is Believing

7

Irrelevant Data, Irresponsible
Outcomes

2

AI Perfectionists and AI “Pixie
Dusters”

5

Insecure AI

8

You Told Me to Do This

3

AI Developers Are Wizards and
Operators Are Muggles

6

AI Pwned

9

Feeding the Feedback Loop

10
We’re Not Done Yet: After
Developing AI

Failure to Launch: How People Can
React to AI

A Special Case: AI Arms Race

AI Registry: The Things We’ll Need
That Support AI

11

Testing in the Wild

14

In AI We Overtrust

17

Good (Grief!) Governance

12

Government Dependence on Black
Box Vendors

15

Lost in Translation: Automation
Surprise

18

Just Add (Technical) People

13

Clear as Mud

16

The AI Resistance

19

Square Data, Round Problem

20

My 8-Track Still Works So What’s the
Issue?

Lessons Learned
Expand Early-Project
Considerations

Build Resiliency into the
AI and the Organization

Calibrate Our Trust in the
AI and the Data

Broaden the Ways to
Assess AI’s Impact

Hold AI to a Higher Standard

Involve the Communities Affected
by the AI

Make Our Assumptions Explicit

Monitor the AI’s Impact and
Establish Layers of Accountability

It’s OK to Say No to Automation

Plan to Fail

Try Human-AI Couples Counseling

Envision Safeguards for AI
Advocates

AI Challenges Require a
Multidisciplinary Team

Ask for Help: Hire a Villain

Offer the User Choices

Require Objective, Third-party
Verification and Validation

Incorporate Privacy, Civil Liberties,
and Security from the Beginning

Use Math to Reduce Bad
Outcomes Caused by Math

Promote Better Adoption through
Gameplay

Entrust Sector-specific Agencies to
Establish Domain AI Standards
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Fail: In AI We Overtrust
When people aren’t familiar with AI, cognitive biases
and external factors can prompt them to trust the
AI more than they should. Even professionals can
overtrust AIs deployed in their own fields. Worse,
people can change their perceptions and beliefs to
be more in line with an algorithm’s, rather than the
other way around.

1. Humans can assume automation is perfect;
therefore, they have high initial trust.5 This
“automation bias” leads users to trust automated
and decision-support systems even when that
is unwarranted.
2. Similarly, people generally believe something is true
if it comes from an authority or expert, even if no
supporting evidence is supplied.6 In this case, the
AI is perceived as the expert.

Examples:
A research team put 42 test participants into a fire
emergency scenario featuring a robot responsible
for escorting them to an emergency exit. Even
though the robot passed obvious exits and got lost,
37 participants continued to follow it.2

3. Humans use mental shortcuts to make sense of
complex information, which can lead to overtrusting
an AI if it behaves in a way that conforms to
expectations, or if it is unclear how the AI works.

Consumers who received a digital ad said they were
more interested in products specifically targeted for
them, and even adjusted their own preferences to
align with what the ad suggested about them.3

Therefore, the more an AI is associated with a
supposedly flawless, data-driven authority, the
more likely that humans will overtrust the AI. Even
professionals in a given field can cede their authority
despite their specialized knowledge.7 Another outcome
of overtrust is that the AI reinforces aligning with the
model’s solution rather than the individual’s, pushing
AI predictions to become self-fulfilling.8 Take the many
examples of drivers who overrode their own intuition
and blindly followed their GPS, including a driver who
drove into a body of water and another driver who ran
straight into a house!9 These outcomes also show that
having a human supervise an AI will not necessarily
work as a failsafe.

Why is this a fail? During the design process
developers make conscious and unconscious
assumptions about what the AI’s goals and priorities
should be and which data the AI should learn
from. Lots of times, developers' incentives and user
incentives align, so this works out wonderfully. But
when goals don’t align, most users don’t realize
that they’re potentially acting against their interests.
They are convinced that they’re making rational and
objective decisions, because they are listening to a
rational and objective AI.4
Many cognitive biases can contribute to overtrusting
technology. Research highlights three prevalent ones:
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What happens when things fail? The phenomenon
of overtrust in AI has contributed to two powerful and
potentially frightening outcomes. First, since AIs often
have a single objective and reinforce increasingly
specialized ends, users aren’t presented with
alternative perspectives and are directed toward more
individualistic, non-inclusive ways of thinking. See the
“Feeding the Feedback Loop” fail for examples.
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Second, the pseudo-authority of AI has allowed
pseudosciences to re-emerge with a veneer of validity.
Demonstrably invalid examples of AI have been used
to look at a person’s face and supposedly assess that
person’s tendencies toward criminality or violence,10
sexual orientation,11 and IQ or personality traits.12
These phrenology and physiognomy products and
claims are unethical, irresponsible, and dangerous.

Lesson Learned: Make Our
Assumptions Explicit
As developers, we are best positioned to articulate
the strengths and weaknesses of our systems, but
other perspectives are needed to highlight AI risks and
design tradeoffs that we may not have considered.
End-users, lawyers, and policymakers (among others)
may all have different questions to inform decisions
about the AI’s appropriate uses, and they offer different
considerations for mitigating potential risks. In addition,
knowing what’s been considered earlier helps new
development teams appreciate previous discussions
and avoid repeating the same mistakes. Organizations
can harness these conversations in two ways:

2. Structure documentation processes in a way
that facilitates proactive and ongoing outreach. The
documentation process should prompt us to bring in
end-users and representatives of affected communities
to ensure they have the information they need and
have the opportunity to offer suggestions early enough
that developers can incorporate their input. At the
same time, the process should prompt analysts or
decision makers (if internal to the organization) to
capture how the input from an algorithm affected their
overall assessment of a problem. Then, the group as
a whole can be proactive in communicating bias and
other limitations of systems to potential users.
Checklists aren’t enough. But thinking about
these goals in advance means that we can make
transparency part of the development process from the
beginning of a project and are therefore more likely to
ensure it is done well.

Read about the other lessons that apply to this fail,
at https://sites.mitre.org/aifails

1. Have the developers fill out standardized
templates that capture assumptions and decisions.
No one knows the intended and unintended uses for
their data and tools better than the original developers.
Two sets of researchers from industry and academia
have created templates that help draw out the
developers’ intents, assumptions, and discussions.
The first, “datasheets for datasets,” helps document
information about the dataset to reduce bias and avoid
placing miscalibrated trust in the AI.13 The second,
“model cards for model reporting” clarifies intended
use cases and context for the model.14 Adopting these
two templates will go a long way toward helping us
achieve transparency, explainability, and accountability
in the AI we develop.

AUGUST 2021
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Fail: AI Pwned
Malicious actors can fool an AI or get it to reveal
protected information.

“Pwned” is a computer-slang term that means
“to own” or to completely get the better of an
opponent or rival.15

Examples:
Researchers created eyeglasses whose frames
had a special pattern that defeats facial recognition
algorithms by executing targeted (impersonation of
another person) or untargeted (avoiding identification)
attacks on the algorithms.16 A human being would
easily be able to identify the person correctly.
Researchers explored a commercial facial recognition
system that used a picture of a face as input, searched
its database, and outputted the name of the person
with the closest matching face (and a confidence
score in that match). Over time, the researchers
discovered information about the individual faces the
system had been trained on – information they should
not have had access to. They then built their own AI
system that, when supplied with a person’s name,
returned an imperfect image of the person, revealing
data that had never been made public and should
not have been.17 This kind of attack illustrates that the
sensitive information used for training an AI may not
be as well protected as desired.

with the data on which the model trains, all without
making any changes to the algorithm or gaining access
to the code. At the most basic level, adversaries
present lots of input to the AI and monitor what it does
in response, so that they can track how the model
makes very specific decisions. Adversaries can then
very slightly alter the input so that a human cannot
tell the difference, but the AI has great confidence in
its wrong conclusion.18 Adversaries can also extract
sensitive information about individual elements of the
training sets19 or adversaries can make assumptions
about which data sources are used and then insert
data to bias the learning process.20

What happens when things fail? The results can
have serious real-world consequences. Researchers
have demonstrated examples of a self-driving car not
“seeing” a stop sign21 and Google Home interpreting
a greeting as a command to unlock the front door.22
Researchers have also documented a hacker’s
ability to identify and decipher an individual’s
healthcare records from a published database of
de-identified names.23
Pwning an AI is particularly powerful because 1) it is
invisible to humans, so it is hard to detect; 2) it scales,
so that a method to fool one AI can often trick other
AIs; and 3) it works.24

Lesson Learned: Plan to Fail

Why is this a fail? Cyber-attacks that target AI systems
are called “adversarial AI.” AI may not have the
defenses to prevent malicious actors from fooling the
algorithm into doing what they want, or from interfering
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Benjamin Franklin once said, “If you fail to plan, you
are planning to fail.”25 As developers and deployers of
AI systems, we must accept that the uncertain and the
unexpected are part of reality – and resiliency comes
from having ways to prevent, moderate, or recover
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from mistakes or failure.26 Not all resilient methods are
technical; they can rely on human participation and
partnership. The resiliency needed in an application
increases as the AI’s success becomes more critical
for the overall outcome.

If it’s possible to reduce the criticality of
the AI to the mission, we should do it.

Prevent: If it’s possible to reduce the criticality of
the AI to the mission, we should do it. When it’s not,
we should follow the aircraft industry’s example and
eliminate single points of failure. Many commercial
aircraft have, for example, “three flight computers that
function independently, with each computer containing
three different processors manufactured by different
companies.”27 Analog backups, such as old-fashioned
paper and pen, can’t be hacked or lose power. Finally,
experts can proactively familiarize themselves with
previous and emerging threats.28

Recover: We should anticipate that the AI will fail and
try to envision the consequences. This means that
we should consider identifying all systems that might
be impacted, whether backups or analogs exist, if
technical staff are trained to address those failures,
how users are likely to respond to an AI failure, and
hiring bad guys to find vulnerabilities before the
technology is deployed.
We can usually improve resiliency by treating the
intended users as partners. Communicating why
we made particular decisions can go a long way
toward reducing misunderstandings and
misaligned assumptions.

Read about the other lessons that apply to this fail,
at https://sites.mitre.org/aifails

Moderate: We should try to include checks and
balances. One idea might be to simply “cap” how
extreme an outcome might be; as an analogy, a
video-sharing platform could limit showing videos
that are categorized as “too extreme.”29 Alternatively,
AI projects should make use of human judgment
by adding “alerts” both for us and for users; as an
example, a video-sharing platform could alert viewers
that a suggested video is linked to an account that
has previously uploaded more extreme content.30
These caps and alerts should correspond to the
objectives and risk criteria set early in the AI
development process.

AUGUST 2021
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Fail: Feeding the Feedback Loop
When an AI’s prediction is geared toward assisting
humans, how a user responds can influence the
AI’s next prediction. Those new outputs can, in turn,
impact user behavior, creating a cycle that pushes
toward a single end. The scale of AI magnifies
the impact of this feedback loop: if an AI provides
thousands of users with predictions, then all those
people can be pushed toward increasingly specialized
or extreme behaviors.

Examples:
If you’re driving in Leonia, NJ, and you don’t have a
yellow tag hanging from your mirror, expect a $200
fine. Why? Navigation apps have redirected cars
onto quiet, residential neighborhoods, where the
infrastructure is not set up to support that traffic.
Because the town could not change the algorithm,
it tried to fight the outcomes, one car at a time.31
YouTube’s algorithms are designed to engage an
audience for as long as possible. Consequently,
the recommendation engine pushes videos with
more and more extreme content, since that
keeps most people’s attention. Widespread use of
recommendation engines with similar objectives
can bring fringe content – like conspiracy theories
and extreme violence – into the mainstream.32

Why is this a fail? The scale of AI deployment can
result in substantial disruption to and rewiring of
everyday lives. Worse, people sometimes change their
perceptions and beliefs to be more in line with an
algorithm, rather than the other way around.33,34

much harder. Even recognizing problems is harder,
since the patterns are revealed through collective
harms and are challenging to discover by connecting
individual cases.35

What happens when things fail? Decisions that
seem harmless and unimportant individually, when
collectively scaled, can build to become at odds
with public policies, financial outcomes, and even
public health. Recommender systems for social
media sites choose incendiary or fake articles for
newsfeeds,36 health insurance companies decide
which normal behaviors are deemed risky based on
recommendations from AI,37 and governments allocate
social services according to AIs that consider only one
set of factors.38
One government organization has warned that this
behavior has the potential to contradict the very
principles of pluralism and diversity of ideas that are
foundational to Western democracy and capitalism.39

Lesson Learned: Monitor the AI’s Impact
and Establish Layers of Accountability
Those of us who design AI systems have the best of
intentions. Yet the reality is that after we deploy an
AI, the data, the environment, or how users interact
with the AI will change, and the algorithm will work in
unexpected ways.

It is the impact of the AI on people’s
lives that matters most.

The enormous extent of the problem makes fixing it

AUGUST 2021
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When weighing these potential outcomes, it is the
impact of the AI on people’s lives that matters most.
Therefore, we need a strategy for monitoring the
AI and assigning parties to implement changes to
the AI based on that impact. To act quickly against
unanticipated outcomes, organizations should:
1. Calculate baseline criteria for performance and
risk. At the beginning of the project, we should
establish baseline performance criteria for acceptable
functioning of the AI. If the AI “drifts” enough from
its baseline, we may have to retrain or even scrap the
model. Baseline criteria should be both mathematical
and contextual, and criteria should include the
perspectives of all affected stakeholders.

4. Experiment with different accountability methods.
Accountability that works well today may not be
equally effective as future technologies emerge or
an organization’s structure and culture evolve.43 So
experimentation can help us find the right mix.
One example comes from Microsoft, which established
an AI, Ethics and Effects in Engineering and Research
(AETHER) Committee in 2018. Microsoft required
direct participation by senior leadership. Microsoft
asked employees with different backgrounds to
work with their legal team to develop policy and
governance structures. The committee also set up
an “Ask AETHER” phone line for employees to
raise concerns.44

In parallel, risk assessment criteria should guide
decisions about the AI’s suitability to an application
domain. We should set guidance for higher stakes
cases, when legality or ethics may lead to concern.

AI has real consequences and is certain to continue
to produce unintended outcomes. That is why we
must do our best to position our organizations to be
proactive against, and responsive to, undesirable
outcomes.

2. Regularly monitor the AI’s impact and require
prompt fixes. We should set up continuous, automated
monitoring as well as a regular schedule for human
review of a model’s behavior. We should check that the
algorithm’s outputs are meeting the baseline criteria.40
This will not only help refine the model, but also help
us act promptly as harms or biases emerge.

Read about the other lessons that apply to this fail,
at https://sites.mitre.org/aifails

3. Create a team that handles feedback from
people impacted by the AI, including users. Bias,
discrimination, and exclusion can occur without our
even knowing it. Therefore, we should make clear
and publicize how those affected by the AI can alert
the feedback team. In addition, this feedback team
can be proactive. The team should broadcast how an
individual’s data is used and implement processes
for discarding old data.41 In one example for others to
model, Google set up an email address and actively
guided other researchers looking to build off their work
in the case of an open-source application with potential
harmful outcomes.42

AUGUST 2021
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Fail: Government Dependence
on Black Box Vendors
Trade secrecy and proprietary products make it
challenging to verify and validate the relevance and
accuracy of vendors’ algorithms. These examples
demonstrate the importance of at least knowing the
attributes of the data and processes for creating the
AI model.

Examples:
COMPAS, a tool that assesses recidivism risk of
prison inmates (repeating or returning to criminal
behavior), produced controversial results. In one
case, because of an error in the data fed into the
AI, an inmate was denied parole despite having
a nearly perfect record of rehabilitation. Since
COMPAS is proprietary, neither judges nor inmates
know how the tool makes its recommendations.45,46
The Houston Independent School District
implemented an AI to measure teachers’
performances by comparing their students’ test
scores to the statewide average. The teachers’
union won a lawsuit, arguing that the proprietary
nature of the product prevents teachers from
verifying the results, thereby violating their
Fourteenth Amendment right to due process.47

Why is this a fail? For government organizations,
it’s cheaper or easier to acquire algorithms from
or outsource algorithm development to thirdparty vendors. To verify and validate the delivered
technology, the government agency needs to
understand the methodology that produced it: from

AUGUST 2021

analyzing what datasets were applied to knowing the
objectives of the AI model to ensuring the operational
environment was captured correctly.

What happens when things fail? Often the problems
with the vendors’ models come about because the
models’ proprietary nature inhibits verification and
validation capabilities. For example, if the vendor
modified or added to the training data that the
government supplied for the algorithm, or if the
government’s datasets and operating environment have
evolved from those provided to the vendor, then the AI
won’t perform as expected. Unless the contract says
otherwise, the vendor keeps its training and validation
processes private.
In certain cases the government agency doesn’t have
a mature enough understanding of AI requirements
and acquisition to prevent mistakes. Sometimes a
government agency doesn’t buy a product, but it buys
a service. For example, since government agencies
usually don’t have fully AI-capable workforces, an
agency might provide its data to the vendor with the
expectation that the vendor’s experts might discover
patterns in the data. In some of these instances,
agencies have forgotten to keep some data to serve
as a test set, since the same data cannot be used for
training and testing the product.
These verification and validation challenges will
become more important, yet harder to overcome, as
vendors begin to pitch end-to-end AI platforms rather
than specialized AI models.
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Lesson Learned: It’s OK to Say No
to Automation

Read about the other lessons that apply to this fail,
at https://sites.mitre.org/aifails

As developers and deployers of AI systems, the first
things we should ask when starting an AI project are
simply, “Is this actually a problem that we need AI to
address? Can AI even be effective for this purpose?”
Our end goal is really to meet stakeholder needs,
independent of the particular technology or approach
we choose.48

As a general rule, the more the outcome
should depend on human judgment, the
more “artificial” an AI solution is.

Sometimes, automation is simply not the right choice.
As a general rule, the more the outcome should
depend on human judgment, the more “artificial”
an AI solution is. Some more guidelines follow:







Our AI systems should incorporate more human
judgment and teaming as applications and
environments become more complex or dynamic.
We should enlist human scrutiny to ensure that
the data we use is relevant and representative
of our purposes, and that there is no historical
pattern of bias and discrimination in the data and
application domain.
If the risk of using the data or the purpose of the
AI could cause financial, psychological, physical,
or other types of harm, then we must ask whether
we should create or deploy the AI at all.49

Applying AI more selectively will help stakeholders
accept that those AI solutions are appropriate.
Distinguishing which challenges would benefit from
AI and which challenges do not lend themselves to
AI gives customers and the public more confidence
that AI is deployed responsibly, justifiably, and in
consideration of existing norms and public safety.

AUGUST 2021
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Fail: When AI Developers
Are Wizards and Operators
Are Muggles
When AI developers think we know how to solve a
problem, we may overlook input from users of that
AI, or the communities the AI will affect. Without
consulting these groups, we may develop something
that doesn’t match, or even conflicts with, what the
users want.
“Muggle” is a term used in the Harry Potter books
to derogatorily refer to an individual who has no
magical abilities yet lives in a magical world.

in the design and testing process the individuals
who will use the AI, or communities affected by it,
we’re unintentionally limiting the AI’s success and its
adoption, as well as diminishing the value of other
perspectives that would improve AI’s effectiveness.
Despite long-standing recognition of how important it
is to include those affected by what we’re designing,
we don’t always follow through. Even if we do consult
users, a single interview is not enough. We need to
discover how user behaviors and goals change in
different environments, or in response to different
levels of pressure or emotional states, or how those
goals and behaviors might shift over time.

Examples:
After one of the Boeing 737 MAX aircraft
crashes, pilots were furious they had not been
told the aircraft had new software, the software
would override pilot commands in some rare but
dangerous situations, and the pilot manual did not
include mention of the software.50,51

What happens when things fail? Sometimes users may
respond to misaligned goals by working around the
AI, turning it off, or not adopting it at all. At worst, the
objectives of the solution don’t match users’ goals, or
it does the opposite of what users want. But with AI’s
scope and scale, the stakes can get higher.

Uber’s self-driving car was not programmed to
recognize jaywalking, only pedestrians crossing
in or near a crosswalk.52 This programming would
be acceptable in some areas of the country but
runs counter to the norms in others, putting those
pedestrians in danger.

Let’s look at a relevant yet controversial AI topic to
see how a different design perspective can result in
drastically different outcomes. All over the country,
federal, state, and local law enforcement agencies
want to use facial recognition AI systems to identify
criminals. As developers, we may want to make the
technology as accurate or with as few false positives
as possible, in order to correctly identify criminals.
However, communities that have been heavily policed
understand the deep historical patterns of abuse and
profiling that can result, regardless of technology.

Why is this a fail? It’s a natural inclination to assume
that end-users will act the same way programmers
do or will want the same results. Unless we include
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If we start thinking about the “customer”
not only as the purchaser or user of the
technology, but also as the community
the deployed technology will affect, our
perspective changes.

As Betty Medsger, investigative reporter, writes, “being
Black was enough [to justify surveillance].”53 So if
accuracy and false positives are the only consideration,
we create an adoption challenge if communities push
back against the technology, maybe leading to its not
being deployed at all, even if it would be beneficial in
certain situations. If we bridge this gap by involving
these communities, we may learn about their
tolerances for the technology and identify appropriate
use cases for it.
If we start thinking about the “customer” not only
as the purchaser or user of the technology, but also
as the community the deployed technology will affect,
our perspective changes.54

Lesson Learned: Involve the
Communities Affected by the AI
Treating these communities as customers,
and even giving them a vote in choosing
success criteria for the algorithm, is
another step that would lead toward more
human-centric outcomes.

Treating these communities as customers, and even
giving them a vote in choosing success criteria for the
algorithm, is another step that would lead toward more
human-centric outcomes.55
These conversations should start early and continue
past algorithm deployment. The University of
Washington’s Tech Policy Lab offers a step-by-step
guide for facilitating inclusivity in technology policy.56
It includes actions that can help organizations identify
appropriate stakeholder groups, run group sessions,
and close the loop between developers and the invited
communities.
Education and exposure are powerful tools. They
help us fill gaps in our knowledge: they help us to
learn about communities’ previous experiences with
automation, and they give us insight regarding the
level of explainability and transparency required for
successful outcomes. In turn, those communities and
potential users of the AI can learn how the AI works,
align their expectations to the actual capabilities of the
AI, and understand the risks involved in relying on the
AI. Involving these communities will clarify the kinds
of AI education, training, and advocacy needed to
improve AI adoption and outcomes.57,58 Then, we and
the consumers of our AI products will be better able
to anticipate adoption challenges, appreciate whether
the risks and rewards of the systems apply evenly
across individual users and communities, recognize
how previous solutions (automated or not) have
become successful, and protect under-represented
populations.59,60

Read about the other lessons that apply to this fail,
at https://sites.mitre.org/aifails

When we design an application with only the enduser in mind, the application can have very different
objectives and success criteria than if we design for the
communities the AI will affect. Therefore, we should be
sure to include representatives from the communities
affected by the algorithm, in addition to the end-users.
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Conclusion
Given the increasing integration of AI-enabled systems
into most areas of daily life, we developers, designers,
and policymakers must remember that the decisions
we make as we design and deploy AI systems, and the
values and assumptions that shape those decisions,
can have a profound impact on individuals and entire
societies. We must constantly remind ourselves to
evaluate the pedigree, type, and comprehensiveness of
the data on which we base our AI designs, to include
the broadest possible range of perspectives in our
teams, to examine the impacts of our systems, and
to ensure the proper balance between algorithmic
decisions and human checks and balances.

apply – or misapply – the systems we produce, or all
the possible personal and social consequences. But
the examples of AI fails described in this paper, and
the lessons learned from them, can guide us to create
the best possible AI for a given problem, domain, and
set of users and stakeholders, and for the societies in
which we live.

We must also remember that the eventual users of
AI systems lack our understanding of the maturity
and reliability of the technology. As a result, they may
view the outputs of our systems as “truth” and base
important decisions upon those outputs, when in fact
even the best-designed AIs vary in performance as
environments or conditions change. Therefore, we
should ensure that our systems are rigorously tested
in controlled environments, and designed in ways that
promote human partnership and sharing of information
that would help stakeholders appropriately calibrate
their trust in the AI.
Most fundamentally, we must always ask ourselves
whether an AI-enabled system is even appropriate
for meeting a given need. AI developers and
deployers aren’t omniscient, and the AI we create
can never be perfect, in the sense of always
producing optimal outcomes for all users, all
domains, and society at large.
In our rapidly changing world, we cannot predict user
needs, expectations, and requirements for AI-enabled
systems, or anticipate all the possible ways users may
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